
 
 

2022-23 CFE Action Research Fellowship Program Information 
Online Application Opens on Monday, May 16 

Application + Letter of Support Submission Deadline: Monday, July 11 
Finalist Interview Dates (virtual): July/August 2022 

 

ARLI Fellowship Program Description 
Chicago Foundation for Education’s (CFE) Action Research Leadership Institute (ARLI) invites 
exemplary PreK-12th grade CPS educators to join a fellowship program to improve student 
achievement and teaching effectiveness. Selected teachers will receive $1,250 fellowships and 
experience intensive professional development as they analyze the effectiveness of their teaching 
practice through self-designed action research studies conducted in their own schools. In addition 
to meetings (most likely a mix of virtual and in-person) throughout the school year, Fellows will 
spend 3 to 4 hours per week working independently to develop their Literature Reviews, collect 
and analyze student data, draft and write their final papers, and craft their final presentations. 
 

Applicants must be full-time Chicago public school (neighborhood, charter, AUSL, magnet, etc) 
PreK- 12th educators. CFE considers an ‘educator’ to be a professional who works directly with 
students at least 50% of the time, including librarians, social workers, and specialists. 
 

ARLI Fellow Benefits 
 Receive a $1,250 stipend and earn up to 45 Professional Development Hours. 
 Receive ongoing instruction and mentoring from an emeritus university professor and ARLI 

peers as you conduct an action research project that aims to have a meaningful, lasting 
impact on your students, your school, and/or the district. 

 Participate in reflective dialogue and collaborative research in a collegial setting. 
 Contribute to a growing field of research on the effectiveness of teacher inquiry and 

collaboration. 
 

ARLI Fellowship Application Questions 
1. Why have you chosen to apply for the ARLI Fellowship Program? How will participating in 

this program influence your personal goals for professional development? 
2. In reflecting on your teaching practice, discuss one possible area of research you might be 

interested in exploring, as well as your rationale for this choice. 
3. Identify one issue that you think will be particularly important for schools and educators to 

consider in the coming year. Share one idea you have for tackling this issue. 
4. Discuss your commitment to lifelong learning. Be specific in describing any advanced 

degrees, professional memberships, and/or other grants or awards and how they have 
contributed to your professional growth. 

5. Action research requires a significant time commitment for data collection, meetings, and 
reflection. Discuss how you will make time to participate fully in this program during the 
2022-23 school year. 

6. ARLI is a program dependent on effective teacher collaboration. Describe two collaborative 
experiences you have had in the past 2-3 years that you believe contributed to positive 
classroom or school change. 

https://www.cfegrants.org/arli
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